MORE THAN WORDS
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Moderate rock  \( J = 92 \)  

\[
\begin{align*}
&G &G/B &C(9) &G/B &Am7 &Gsus/B &C \\
&\text{D} &G &G/B &C &C(9) &G/B &Am7 &C(9) \\
&\text{D} &D7sus &G &G/B &C &C(9) &Am7 &C(9) \\
&\text{D} &Em &Em/B &Am7 &D7 \\
&\text{D} &Em &Em/B &Am7 &D7 \\
&\text{D} &G &G/B &C &C(9) &G/B &Am7 &Gsus/B &C
\end{align*}
\]

1. Say-in', "I____ love____ you" is not the words____ I want__

_to__ hear__ from__ you____. It's not that I____ want__ you__ not to say_. But if__

_you__ on__ ly____ knew___ how___ easy_ it would be__ to__ show__
me how you feel more than words is all you have to do

to make it real Then, you wouldn't have to say that you love

'me 'cause I'd already know. What

would you do if my heart was torn in two?
More than words
to show you feel
Then, you could
that your love
for me is real.

What would you say
in "I love you."
in "I love you."

(La di da da di da dai dai da)

More than words
La di da da di da

D.S. 8|
Verse 2:
Now that I have tried to talk to you
And make you understand.
All you have to do is close your eyes
And just reach out your hands.
And touch me, hold me close, don’t ever let me go.
More than words is all I ever needed you to show.
Then you wouldn’t have to say
That you love me ’cause I’d already know.

(To Chorus:)